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Greek l^e, written ecce as 'K-^iprnv was
written Acceruns. Eccum, eccam will thus
stand for e^t eum, f̂ e earn; and ecce will
generally correspond in usage to the modern
French tiens and tenez. The author argues
his point closely, and appears to make out a
good case. Pp. 7—13 contain a discussion
on the suffixes -tudo and -itium (in initium
and comitium). There is something to be
said for Dr. Stowasser's contention, that
-itium in these words is connected with *itare,
and means frequent going. It is less easy to
follow him in his theory that -tudo means
appearance, from tueri. Tueor means to
have one's eye upon, to guard or protect,
but never has the sense of appearance. A
line of Accius (ap. Nonium p. 120), tuahones-
titudo Danaos decepit diu, is the starting-
point of Dr. Stowasser's argument. He
contends that honestitudo means 'the false
appearance of honourable conduct,' and that
Nonius is therefore wrong in identifying
honestas with honestitudo. An important
point which has escaped his attention is that
honestus refers primarily to appearance, and
originally meant beautiful, and that honestas
also properly means, when applied to persons,
the appearance of honour, not honour itself.
The signification required lies therefore in
the word itself, not in the suffix.

An interesting passage (pp. 30—33) deals
with supposed instances of the Greek Kara
in composition with Latin words, e.g. capro-
nae comae = ca(ta)pronae. When, however.
castigo is identified with KarcuxTi^w, it is fair
to ask whether the word may not be more
naturally connected with the substantive
castus -us, an ascetic observance. Compare
fastigium andfastus ; perhaps tdsojatis and
fatigo. On p. 34 it is suggested that caperare
is Karac/iepeiv. Whatever may be the truth,
the right form of the word is not capero but
caperro: Gloss. Vat. p. 29 34 (Goetz) caper-
ratum, and so the best MSS. of Paulus p. 48
M, Nonius p. 8, Apuleius Met. 9 16,
Martianus Capella 5 509.

Macellum, Dr. Stowasser thinks, is a
Semitic word, mi-Jchela or ma-kliela =

Spv<j>aKTo<s, and maceUotae in Varro L.L.
5 146 is its Semitic plural maceUoth.
What then, if any, is the relation of
macelluni to maceries, a wall or enclosure 1
The words have all the appearance of
being connected, although Prudentius, a
poor authority on metre, chooses to write
maceries.

On adsentari (p. 15) the author remarks
' adsentari und seine Sippe stellen alle mir
zugiinglichen Quellen unter sentire.' The
present writer may be allowed to say that
he had more than two years ago protested
against this proceeding (' Contributions
to Latin Lexicography' p. 312). Dr.
Stowasser's identification of sent- in adsen-
tari (why not also in sentio ?) with the
participle of sum seems very plausible. The
identification of scutica with Scythica virga
{Scythae pellis in Martial 10 62 8) is no doubt
right; but it should be mentioned that Fried-
lander had already anticipated it in his note
on the passage of Martial.

There are some good emendations in this
pamphlet, as in the preceding one. One
in particular should be noticed. In Varro
L.L. 5 147 Spengel edits appellatum
macelluni . . . . quod ibi domusjuerit, cui cog-
nomen fuit Macellus. For fuerit Stowasser
would read furis, from Paulus p. 125 M
macellum dictum a Macetto quodam, qui
exercebat in urbe latrocinia.

H. NETTLESHIP.

Persiana. Door DB. VAN WAGENINGEN Jr.
Programme van het Gymnasium te
Groningen voor het jaar 1891—1892.
Groningen : Oppenheim, 1891. (pp. 67.)

A TRANSLATION of Persius into Dutch,
preceded by 25 pages of Latin notes on
various passages. The notes do not lay
claim to any great width or depth of learn-
ing, but contain points of interest, and
should not be neglected by students of
Persius. H. N.

STAEHELIN'S GNOSTIC SOURCES OF HIPPOLYTUS.

Texte und Untersuchungen VI. Band, Heft 3.
Die Gnostisclien Quellen Hippolyts in seine
Hauptschrift gegen die Haretiker, von HANS
STAEHELIN. (Leipzig, 1890.) Mk. 1.50.

IN Hermaihena, 1885, Dr. Salmon published
an article entitled ' The Cross References in

the Philosophumena.' In this he propounded
a new theory as to the sources used by
Hippolytus in the compilation of this work.
He had been struck through constant reading
with the curious similarities both in argu-
ment and expression that are to be found in
the accounts given of the various schools.


